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Banner Guarantee 
 
Bear Paw Printing offers a workmanship guarantee. Our guarantee applies only to artwork 
generated by our designer and does not cover any artwork provided by the customer. 
 
We offer a 30-day workmanship guarantee. Thirty (30) days from the date of purchase, we 
guarantee your banner against workmanship issues, such as improper grommeting, 
ripped or torn banner material, etc. Our guarantee DOES NOT cover color mismatches, 
improper banner installation or improper storage. * See descriptions below for proper 
installation and storage. Improper installation and/or storage will void your guarantee. 
 
How to Install Your Banner 
It is easy to install a banner. Install against a flat surface only, such as a wall, and use all 
available grommets to keep the banner secure against the wall. Vinyl banners can act as sails if 
exposed to winds, to prevent his keep your banner securely affixed to a flat surface. DO NOT 
mount banners between poles, doing so is not only dangerous, but it will distort and stretch your 
banner. Eventually this will lead to banner failure. 
Simply mark your banner holes with a pencil on the wall, drill your place anchors in the wall. Use 
fender washers and secure the banner to the anchors. USE CAUTION IF INSTALLING 
BANNERS ON LADDERS. We do not recommend this type of installation.  
 
Bear Paw Printing LLC is not responsible for improper banner installation. Once the 
banner has left our facility it is your responsibility to follow proper installation guidelines 
above. Failure to do so is 100% customer responsibility and will void the banner 
guarantee. 
 
Proper Banner Storage and Conditions 
1- Store your banner OUT of the sun. Direct sunlight for extreme periods of time can cause 
banner deterioration, and voids your guarantee. 
2- ROLL your banner PRINTED side out. DO NOT fold your banner in half printed side to printed 
side – this can cause ink cracking, scraping, and will VOID your guarantee. DO NOT roll your 
banner printed side in- this can cause ink cracking, scraping, and will VOID your guarantee.  This 
is visible upon inspection by our trained technician. 
3- Store your banner in a dry location. Excessive moisture from a basement or storage facility can 
cause deterioration and voids your guarantee. 
4- DO NOT STORE YOUR BANNER IN YOUR EXTREME HOT OR COLD CAR. This can cause 
ink cracking, scraping, and will VOID your guarantee, and is visible upon inspection by our trained 
technicians. 
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